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Setup
Ss f ill out name, purpose (i.e. "to f ind my brother", "to f ind en-
ergy sources", etc), tenet statement (i.e. "mutants are people, 
too", "no more war", etc), a skill from each category with '2' in 
the box for skill level: job (fast food worker, boxer, politician, 
doctor, etc); school (Physics, Art History, Geology, Psychol-
ogy, etc); social (bargain, argue, deceive, charm, intimidate, 
etc); self-defense (shotgun, knives, small arms, big arms, etc); 
survival: scavenge, hunt, camouf lage, cook, etc), and 3 items.

Mission Assignment
Present non-player characters (NPCs) with problems that need 
solving (I.E. "Please help me create a mushroom farm.")

Mission Engagement
Ss in groups of 3-5 consider their characters as they plan out 
what actions they take and what complications will arise. 
Each mission will have one S act as protagonist with up to two 
other Ss as helpers, while another student takes on the roles 
of NPCs. The actions they do in their missions earn them dice. 
The more dice earned, the higher the chance of passing a mission.

Actions

Protagonist skill + (skill value)

Helper skills 1 & 2 + 1 each

Purpose encountered? + 1

Trait / Item / Combo: + 1 each

Health modifier + / -

Total Dice  =          

The more complications in a mission, the more potential XP 
received, while the chance of failure also increases.

Complications

Complications + number of unique complications

Tenet Violation + 1

Total Complications  = 

T gives feedback on role-play and conf irms actions and compli-
cations. Protagonist rolls total dice. Each die that shows 4 or 
higher is a pass. Number of passes should be >= number of total 
complications to pass a mission. Outcome of mission is based on 
the margin of pass or failure from that die roll.

Margin of pass(P) or failure (F) on mission:

Margin Mission result
1+ Ss receive XP equal to total complications; 

choose 1: +1 health, +item

0 Ss receive XP equal to total complications

-1 Ss receive XP equal to total complications; -1 
health

--2 Ss receive half expected XP; choose 1: -1 health or 
-1 sanity

Ss narrate mission ending based on the result before moving 
on to a new mission. Margins in excess of previous chart can be 
scaled by awarding/decreasing earned xp, applying conditions to 
more Ss, or destroying items.

Combos
After mission, f ill in pass, help, or fail circles next to skill 
based on mission outcome. When all f illed for 2 or more skills, 
string together skills in a mission to receive bonus dice.

Purpose & Tenet
If purpose is encountered: P = double XP & redef ine. / F = 
subtract 1 sanity
If tenet is being challenged: P = +1 sanity / F = -1 sanity
If sanity = -2, erase tenet and write new one once sanity 
recovers to 0.

Sanity, Health, & Conditions
Health modif ies earned dice; Sanity modif ies earned XP
Conditions is a just a description of current aff lictions 
based on sanity and health

Relations & Things of Beauty
After mission, student who plays NPCs f ills out 1 relation 
circle. When all f illed, can reroll 1 die.
If unique thing of beauty encountered f ill one circle at the 
end class. When f illed, recover 1 sanity.

Level XP Bonus
1 0-9 --

2 10-19 +1 skill point

3 20-30 add a skill

4 31-42 + trait

5 43-56 +1 skill point

6 57-72 + trait

7 73-90 add a skill

8 91-110 +1 skill point (max 4)

9 111-135 + trait

10 136-165 +1 skill point (max 4) OR add a skill


